
ETHICS AND
VIOLENCE IN

SPORT

Showing the value of sportmanship and character-building nature of sport,
closely adhering to a code of ethics. Developed by middle class in the 18th century.Amateurism

Taken by an athlete, coach, judge and official at the
Opening Ceremony on behalf of all participants.

Promise to uphold rules, integrity and spirit:

Conforming to rules, spirit and etiquette of a sport, such as being
honest about the number of shots you have taken in golf. This is
especially important for elite performers who are role models

Gamesmanship

The 'Lombardian Ethic'

Less alcohol drunk before 
matches

Preventative measure to eject troublesome fans
Expensive, taking money from
elsewhere e.g. grassroots sport

Violence in 
Sport

Frustration
with

decisions

Violence 
Prevention

Video
evidence

Display of masculinity

Alcohol/drugs
Gang culture

Ethics Moral principles that govern a person's behaviour
or the conducting of an activity

The Olympic Oath

"In the name of all competitors, I promise that we shall take part in these
Olympic Games, respecting and abiding by the rules that govern them,

committing ourselves to a sport without doping and without drugs, in the true
spirit of sportsmanship, for the glory of sport and the honor of our teams."

Use of dubious methods to win or gain advantage within
a sport, which are not against the rules, but contentious.
Grunting in tennis or time wasting in football

Sportsmanship

Attitude of winning at all cost

Ensure you have
examples of each
from a variety of

sports!

Behaviour that falls outside the norms of what is
thought to be acceptable. This can be intentional

(negative) or unintentional (positive)
Deviance

Strategies to Combat Hooliganism

Early kick-offs

Change in routine doesn’t suit
all spectators and players 

All Seater Stadia
Less aggression
shown in stands
Potentially a poorer
atmosphere
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Segregation of Fans
Reduced violence in fierce rivalries
and local derbies
Hard to replicate atmosphere of sports
like rugby where fans from both teams
often get along in harmony

Improved Security

Alcohol Restrictions
People don't become drunk during games

Reduced club income 

Travel Restrictions
Banned England fans can’t ruin the reputation
of the country by behaving badly abroad
Individuals can cause more trouble outside
of stadia in retaliation to being banned

Can lead to more of a community
feel at matches
Can prove to be a high cost to the sport (e.g. FA)

Campaigns & Endorsements

Pre-match 
hype

Physicality

Emotional
Intensity

Provocation
from

opposition
and crowd

Harsh
punishments

Promoting good 
disciplinary

records

Fair play
 awards

Reasons for Hooliganism:

Rivalries
Hype
Frustration

Physical acts committed
to harm othersViolence

Unruly, violent and destructive
behaviour by over-zealous supporters

Football
Hooliganism
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